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In 2015, Google launched the Digital News Innovation Fund
(DNI Fund) to stimulate innovation across the European news
industry. The DNI Fund supports ambitious projects in digital
journalism across a range of areas – from creating open-source
technology that improves revenue streams to investing in quality,
data-driven investigative journalism.
Google asked a dozen leaders from the industry to allocate a total of
€150m to projects submitted by media companies and start-ups – no
strings attached: all intellectual property remains with the companies
themselves. To date, we’ve selected 559 projects across 30 countries,
supporting them with more than €115m.
But it’s not just about the money. The DNI Fund provides space
and opportunity to take risks and experiment. In the media industry,
many players don’t compete with each other across borders. We are
also proud to have fostered publishers working together to tackle
their common challenges, through technological collaboration.
Sometimes, as in the Nonio Project in Portugal, we have even helped
the industry come together as a nation to provide a single sign-on for
more than 70 media sites.
This magazine is framed around four industry challenges:
the spread of misinformation, how to support local journalism,
improving revenue streams and emerging technology. Leading
players from the industry tell how they have created or transformed
business models in order to adapt to changing consumer and
advertiser demands. Deborah Turness, who as president of NBC
News International oversees content for the Euronews service,
discusses the role of pan-European media in a fractured political
landscape, and the importance of telling local stories in a financially
sustainable way. Case studies from a selection of DNI-funded projects
and infographics illustrate the technological advances that have driven a
shift in media consumption since the advent of the internet, and how
new tools are empowering journalists in their day-to-day reporting
and investigations.
We hope you find the information within this magazine useful
and that it provides insights into some of the most significant forces
shaping the landscape of the news industry today.
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Issues

BATTL I NG M I S I NFO R M ATI O N

MATTERS OF
FACT
As public trust in traditional media falters, newsrooms
are turning to new technology to help them analyse data,
combat misinformation and build readers’ confidence in
the reliability of their reporting

Turn on CNBC International’s Squawk
Box any weekday morning, and you
will see three television presenters
exchanging views on the latest events
moving financial markets.
Leaf through some of the UK’s leading
daily newspapers – from The Times
to The Guardian – and you will come
across columnists galore, many of them
flagged on the publications’ front page.
In continental Europe, it is a similar
story.
News media organisations have increasingly taken a bet on analysis from
their in-house experts as they seek to
provide audiences with informed and
sophisticated content in the digital
age. But where does analysis end and
opinion begin? And how do reputable
news outlets help their audiences
understand the differentiated levels
of fact and viewpoint in a news flow
that is increasingly dominated by personalities? These questions have come

to the fore as traditional European
news organisations, most of them
struggling to gain a financial foothold
in the 21st century, find themselves up
against a wave of new online operations
– many objective and thorough, others
with self-serving interests and scant
regard for accuracy.
Daniel Allington, senior lecturer in
Social and Cultural Artificial Intelligence
at King’s College London, who has
been researching the online spread of
disinformation, says that many news
outlets have embraced columns because
they are cheaper to produce than
reported content in an era of painful
cost-cutting. At a time when page
views matter, columns have a better
chance of going viral than a reported
story, he says.
Yet he argues that the shift has only
made it harder to fend off smaller, and
often less scrupulous, rivals. “Because
conventional news organisations have
gone down the opinion
route, they have made it
easier for alternative media
to compete,” he says.

IF YOU WANT
SUBSCRIBERS,
YOU HAVE TO
SHOW THEM
THAT YOU ARE
ACCURATE

To make things more
challenging for Europe’s
mainstream news media,
all this comes as audiences
around the world are
becoming more sceptical
about what they see, read
and hear. Europe is no
exception: as the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU),
a leading alliance of publicservice media, noted this
year, “Various national and
international studies come
to the same conclusion:
trust in media is at an alltime low.”

The EBU’s own research shows a slight
improvement in the public’s trust in traditional European news groups during
the last few years. Nonetheless, this year
it found that only 59 per cent of people
in the European Union believe what
they hear on the radio. For television
news that figure falls to just 51 per cent.
Meanwhile, only 47 per cent of people
believe what they read, the EBU states.

Opposite page
Illustration by
Melvin Galapon

Angela Phillips, a professor of journalism
at Goldsmiths, University of London,
says that the problem of so-called “fake
news” (false stories masquerading as
news, spread on the internet or via other
media), a prevalent term since the US
2016 presidential campaign, is not as
acute in Europe as it is in the US: various
studies show that only 10 per cent of
news circulating online in Europe during
the Brexit campaign, for example, was
false compared with as much as 30 per
cent in the US during 2016, she says.
Continues on page 10
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SHIFTS IN MEDIA
CONSUMPTION

Research
Marketcolor Content
Agency
Illustration
Ricardo Santos

DIGITAL
WordPress is launched

INTERNET
2000: Broadband
launches in the UK

SOCIAL
21 March 2006:
Twitter is created

USA
60M
40M

GER

20M

1999

‘00

‘01

‘02

DIGITAL
23 August 1999:
Blog-publishing service
Blogger is launched on
the web

‘03

‘04

‘05
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‘07

‘08

PRINT
Sweden’s Post-och
Inrikes Tidningar,
regarded as the
world’s oldest
newspaper, goes
online only

MOBILE INTERNET
3G launches in the US
DIGITAL
Three former PayPal employees create
YouTube, the video-sharing website

MOBILE INTERNET
WAP mobile internet
is adopted in Europe

‘06

MOBILE INTERNET
4G is launched
in Europe

‘09

Timeline

VR
2014: Facebook acquires virtual
reality platform Oculus Rift;
VR goes mainstream.

DIGITAL
25 May 2010: The term “responsive
design” is coined by web designer
Ethan Marcotte

DIGITAL
The Google News
Initiative brings
€27m in funding
to 27 European
countries

SOCIAL
8 September 2011: Twitter
hits 100m active users

‘10

‘11

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

LEGEND
COMPETITION
France’s Canal+ loses appeal
against competition authority
over its 2006 acquisition of TPS.

SOCIAL
The “cord cutting” trend starts, as
viewers migrate from subscription TV
to streaming services, such as Netflix

DIGITAL
24 June 2018:
eMarketer report
predicts cord-cutting
to jump by almost 33
per cent over the year
in the US

‘16

‘17

MOBILE INTERNET
5G due to be live in
most of the world

‘18

Circulation of daily
newspapers in Germany

‘19

‘20

Total estimated circulation
of US daily newspapers

The rise of digital has seen a gradual
tapering of newspaper sales in Germany,
Europe’s largest economy, and a more
pronounced fall-off in circulation of daily
newspapers in the US. But that sustained
trend since the early 2000s (see graphic) is
part of a bigger story: while the ways people
around the world obtain news may have
shifted from printed paper to digital devices,
such as tablets and smartphones, news
consumption remains as healthy as ever.
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Even so, Phillips, who co-authored
the book Misunderstanding News
Audiences: Seven Myths of the Social
Media Era, argues that Europe’s
traditional news organisations are
working to find ways to improve their
public perception. “They are trying to
deal with the question of trust because
they are aware that the figures don’t
look great, and because people can get
information from so many sources.”
In their quest for answers, many
European news organisations are
turning to technology. Italian media
group Caltagirone Editore, a television
broadcaster and owner of several
newspapers and online sites, is
developing software to improve
accuracy in its reporting, traditionally a
time-consuming and costly endeavour.
“Fact checking sources needs
knowledge and a thorough verification process, and that takes time and
resources,” says Alvise Zanardi, project
director at Caltagirone Editore. “Our
editors wanted to see if we could
develop an interface that could help
journalists check facts in real time –
and which used machine learning to
become faster and more accurate over
the months and years.”
The result is Veritas In Silico
(VIS), or In Silicon There Is Truth,
an interface that can fact-check a
wide range of commonly consulted
sources, including social media, rival
publications and news agencies. The
initiative is in the testing phase with
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an expected launch date of early 2019
as a text-only fact-checking solution.
Zanardi is optimistic that one day it
could be used to check the veracity of
photographs and even videos with the
help of facial-recognition technology.
In Romania, the start-up TrustServista
is using advanced artificial intelligence
to help its clients determine the trustworthiness of news articles with the
help of algorithms. These analyse an
article or block of text, and identify
semantic similarities, references and
links with other web-based content.
They can also detect the original source
of the article – whether it be social
media, news outlets or even blog posts.
TrustServista aims to fact-check
more than 180,000 articles every day
from roughly 60,000 a day at present.
Available as a Software as a Service
(SaaS) product, in which the software
is licensed on a subscription basis, it
can be integrated easily into third-party
systems used by different newsrooms,
says George Bara, TrustServista’s chief
strategy officer.
“We believe we’re making a real difference by helping news organisations
and other media professionals provide
a better, more accurate and verified
news service to their readers.”
Both TrustServista and Veritas In
Silico have received funding from
Google’s News Initiative’s DNI Fund,
a European fund whose mission is
to “support high-quality journalism

GoogleNewsInitiative.ft.com

through technology and innovation”.
Since it started, the initiative’s €150m
Fund has put more than €26.4m
towards 114 projects across Europe
aimed at battling misinformation.
More widely, technology is facilitating
a pushback against misinformation
via greater collaboration between
news organisations committed to
quality journalism. Last year, for
example, the BBC said that it would
partner with Stream AMG to provide
regional media outlets in the UK
access to the BBC’s audio and video
material as part of its so-called Local
News Partnership (LNP).
Stream AMG, which is owned by
the Press Association Group, already
provides streaming services for the
BBC World Service, delivering content
to its network of partners. The LNP,
to which more than 600 regional news
outlets have signed up, includes a
“news hub” for sharing BBC material
and a “shared data unit”, which will
share data journalism with other news
organisations.
Like many academics, Daniel Allington
remains sceptical of technology’s ability
to solve the multiple problems facing
traditional news organisations. But he
says that no model will prove successful
without accuracy and reliability. “If you
want subscribers, you have to show
them that you are accurate,” he says.
“It’s about maintaining and building a
brand on reliability, not going for the
clickbait.”

Right
Photography
Ștefan Cândea

Case Study — Liquid Investigations

BREAKING 							
				BORDERS,
		BREAKING
STORIES
Reporters are using new open-source software to collaborate
on major investigations across national boundaries – and to expose
corruption on an international scale

In 1999, Ștefan Cândea published a newspaper article in his
native Romania exposing a group of local lawyers running
a below-the-counter service for foreign couples wanting to
adopt a baby and prepared not to ask too many questions.
“I was just scratching the surface of the story,” recalls Cândea,
who was only 19 at the time. Then he got an order from his
editor to stop the investigation. Cândea even saw one of the
lawyers he had investigated leave the editor’s office wearing a
big smile.

“If you have thousands of documents, you can assign a group
of reporters to look at them,” says Cândea. “But if you have
millions of documents, or tens of millions, you need more
people using the same tools or you would spend for ever and
never get a story.”

The initiative has already produced the sort of journalism that
Cândea dreamed of back in 1999. Two years ago, media groups
across Europe, including Spain’s El Mundo, Der Spiegel of
Germany and Mediapart in France, began publishing stories
based on leaked data ranging from football players’ contracts to
“That led me to try to collaborate – first with journalists outside emails about transfer fees and wages.
my own newsroom, and then with people outside my country,”
he says. “The question I was trying to solve was, how can we The Football Leaks investigation continues and has just started
to release hundreds of stories in a dozen languages across
lower the barrier to journalistic collaborations?”
Europe. To date, it has processed 70m documents amounting
Today, Cândea, who co-founded the Romanian Centre for to 3.4 terabytes of data. Close on 150 journalists from more
Investigative Journalism, has his answer: Liquid Investigations, than 20 media partners in 20 countries have been involved.
an open-source software that bundles together secure apps, a
search tool that he and colleagues developed from scratch, a This early success makes Cândea confident that the international
chat function and a secure system for synchronising files. In collaboration between reporters that lies at the heart of his model
other words, all the tools that journalists need to start a secure will equip journalism in its attempts to continue uncovering
network for deep – and often highly sensitive – investigations. corruption and wrongdoing in the digital age.
In today’s digital world, where important stories often lie
buried beneath mounds of data that are too big for one news
organisation – let alone a single journalist – to mine, Liquid
Investigations makes it easier for reporters from different
countries to work together as they sift through heavy data files.

liquidinvestigations.github.io

“If I look at the future, I see a huge value in democratising
collaboration and to put control in the hands of the journalists
and not the owners of the infrastructure,” he says. “Liquid is
the complete bridge between all these journalists that puts
everyone at an equal level.”
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Case Study — Gedi and Thriving News

			SOCIAL
BENEFITS
Italian news group Gedi’s Thriving News platform is using social media to keep
its reporters ahead of breaking stories and distribute content to its readers
Photography
Maurizio Stanzione/Gedidigital

In 2016, Italian news publisher Gedi Gruppo Editoriale drew up
a wish list of the digital tools that it thought would give its staff
an upper hand in the country’s competitive media landscape.

they were uploaded, helped reporters locate and contact an
eyewitness. “When every second matters, you are suddenly
way ahead of the others,” says Russo.

The group, which comprises flagship newspapers La Repubblica
and La Stampa, as well as 13 local newspapers, three national
radio stations and a host of other titles, set out three priorities:
turning social-media networks such as Facebook into a source
for stories; using social-media platforms to locate, verify and
contact witnesses of news events; and using social media to
optimise content distribution.

For a news media group with about 20m followers spread across
the dozens of social-media pages for its various publications,
Thriving News is also helping with content distribution.
“The system shows our social-media managers what all the
other outlets of the group have that might be relevant for his
or her audience,” says Russo. “The point is to optimise the
cross-posting and to have maximum efficiency in distributing
content across our different properties.”

Today, early results of its Thriving News toolkit are in. “The
system works for all the three steps,” says Massimo Russo,
managing director of Gedi’s digital division. “We have been
able to develop something that meets needs unanswered by
other platforms.”
For Gedi journalists covering breaking stories, Thriving News
is already improving the accuracy, speed and depth of their
reporting. Last month, more than 120 people were injured on
the Rome metro after a set of escalators failed; Thriving News’s
search engine, which can narrow down postings on Facebook
and other platforms to a small geographical area from which
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Thriving News will not be fully operational until next year,
when Gedi may opt to turn it into an additional revenue stream
by licensing it to other media outlets. But at least two benefits of
its distribution-optimisation algorithms have already emerged.
First, Gedi’s social-network managers are now liberated from
many cumbersome and repetitive tasks, leaving them more
time to develop storytelling formats for new social-media
platforms. Second, early tests suggest that Thriving News’s
distribution-optimisation component could boost existing
traffic from social-media platforms to Gedi’s websites by more
than 10 per cent. “That is money,” says Russo.

gedi.it
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TECH TONICS

Contrast all of that with the previous
generation of journalists, who would often
see an entire day go by before their articles
about important political or business news
would appear in the public domain.

Here is a behind-the-scenes look at some
of the smart tech that Europe’s leading
journalists and news organisations are using
every day to produce news in the digital era.

Today’s tools help enrich news organisations’
content in innovative ways to enhance
audience engagement. They even give media

Continues on page 14

TE CHNOLOGIE S

The digital revolution has even changed the
way news is written: editors now demand the

organisations detailed insight into how
stories are consumed – how long readers
spend on them, the digital route that led them
to the story and where they go to afterwards.
All of this allows them to understand their
audiences’ interests better and tailor future
content to meet their needs.

NE W

Print journalists often now use wordprocessing apps that allow two or more
colleagues in remote locations to write
a story simultaneously while giving an editor
an early look at how the article is shaping up.

first few paragraphs of a story within
five minutes and publish it while the
journalist writes the rest. Reporters with
a scoop but worried about rivals on the same
trail will typically use Twitter to flag up and
“claim” their story before they have even
started writing it.

EXP LORING

Behind every word that comes from a
journalist’s keyboard, and every image
or audio file sent from their camera,
microphone or smartphone, there is a
growing suite of digital tools that has
transformed the way news organisations
work and deliver content to their
audiences.

Illustration
Melvin Galapon
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Technology

10
OF THE SMARTEST APPS AND TOOLS

HELPING JOURNALISTS DO THEIR JOB
MORE EFFECTIVELY

COGI
For many journalists, reviewing and transcribing a recorded
interview is one of the most tedious and time-consuming
aspects of the job. Cogi is a free app for iPhone and Android
that allows reporters to capture only the highlights, resulting
in much shorter recordings that are easier and quicker to
review. The app buffers a conversation without recording
it. When the interviewee says something important, the
journalist can press a button to make Cogi “rewind” and
capture the soundbite.

DATAWRAPPER
Being able to turn raw data into colourful charts or maps has
become a basic necessity. Solutions such as Datawrapper are
used by newsrooms such as The Times in the UK, Germany’s
Zeit Online and Italy’s la Repubblica to produce graphics
quickly. It does not require any coding or design knowledge,
and charts are fully interactive, allowing readers to hover
over lines or bars to reveal more detailed information.

FULL FACT
Checking the accuracy of a politician’s claims often takes
longer than news deadlines permit, leaving journalists unable
to refute a specific piece of false or inaccurate information
until the following day at the earliest. Full Fact, a UK charity,
has developed a live fact-checking tool capable of alerting
journalists to false statements in real time. The software
scans live text from parliamentary broadcasts and other
sources, and compares claims made to existing fact-checks in
its database.

14
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PARSE.LY
Understanding your audience’s habits and preferences is
essential to building a successful online publication. Parse.ly
is one of a new breed of website analytics tools that provides
publications with detailed information about how people
use their site, how long they spend consuming particular
stories, where they have come from on the web – and where
they go afterwards. All of that helps editors make betterinformed decisions about the commissioning, production
and promotion of stories.
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DATAMINR
SECUREDROP
Cybersecurity has become a paramount concern for
journalists and their news organisations working on longerterm investigative stories. SecureDrop, a project of the
Freedom of the Press Foundation, uses the Tor browser,
which masks a computer’s IP address. That makes it harder
for a third party to discover the source of messages or files
that people with important and sensitive information want
to send to the press.

Being first to publish a story can mean the difference between
your article going viral and it ending up as an also-ran.
Dataminr has served as a type of early-warning system for
journalists searching for breaking news stories on Twitter
since 2014. The software’s algorithms sort through every
tweet to identify potentially big stories as they’re starting to
surface – and before they become big news.

WORKBENCH
INKY
Bloomberg, the BBC and the Financial Times, among others,
have used software such as Inky to build “news games”, which
give audiences a different vehicle for understanding an issue
through an interactive, videogame-style format. As Robin
Kwong, co-creator of the award-winning The Uber Game
explained, “We made this news game because we wanted to
explore new ways to help people emotionally understand a
subject… by asking the player to make meaningful choices as
an Uber driver, we can shift their perspective.”

News organisations have been quick to seize on the
opportunities afforded by the availability of huge amounts of
online data. Workbench is a relatively new tool, developed by
Columbia Journalism School, that allows journalists to scrape
tables from web pages, clean data through standardising
and filtering, and even update data sets by automatically
monitoring changes made at the original source – all without
having to learn any coding.

A-FRAME
MAPBOX
Maps have long been an important visual aid to reporting
and publishing news. But media organisations are now
using applications such as Mapbox to convey enhanced
levels of information. Vice, the US media company, turned
70 years’ worth of UFO sightings in Germany into a spooky
map complete with 3D imagery. The FT has used Mapbox
to present a detailed look at broadband coverage in the UK
using 1.3m data points.

Virtual reality is fast emerging as a powerful tool for creating
greater impact with audiences by taking them beyond the
second dimension and placing them “inside” the story.
Leading news media, including the BBC, New York Times
and The Guardian, have been experimenting with VR for a
while. A-Frame, originally developed by Mozilla, is now an
independent, open-source project that provides powerful but
accessible tools for building virtual-reality experiences.
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A-Z OF THE MODERN
NEWSROOM

Doxing
Search under: Anonymity, Privacy,
Trolling
Doxing is an increasingly common
internet practice whereby savvy
cyber-snoopers will uncover the
owner of a URL, the author of an
anonymous piece or sometimes even
the address of a controversial figure.
Newsweek was accused of doxing
Satoshi Nakamoto in March 2014,
revealing his name and some personal
information in the belief that it had
identified the creator of Bitcoin.

Alt text
Search under: Accessibility
One can distinguish an
accessibility-friendly outlet by its
image captions. Initially intended as
placeholders for images that didn’t
load, alt text captions allow web users
to understand an image on social
media or a news website using a
written description.

16
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Paywall
Search under: Ads, Monetisation
A system whereby a publication will limit
free viewing to a specific number of articles.
and then request payment – usually via
subscription – for ongoing consumption.
Cache
Search under: Data leaks, WikiLeaks
An increasingly common
phenomenon whereby a large mass
or “cache” of emails will be leaked
independently by WikiLeaks, or
collaboratively with a number of
journalism outlets, that contains
documents and conversations
not originally intended for public
consumption. Notable casualties have
included Icelandic prime minister
Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson,
movie boss Amy Pascal and US
politician Debbie Wasserman
Schultz, who resigned, respectively,
in the wake of the Panama Papers
revelations, the Sony Pictures hack
and the 2016 Democratic National
Committee email leak.

GoogleNewsInitiative.ft.com

Meme
Search under: Social media
A picture with a caption, often
intended as a humorous send-up,
that is copied and spread rapidly
by internet users. Memes, once the
domain of internet message boards
and Tumblr, were taken into the
mainstream by BuzzFeed and other
web news outlets. Today, everyone
including world political figures can
be found taking advantage of the
easy-to-digest format to get across
complex messages.

The shorthand of today’s digital newsroom can be baffling.
We explore some of the terms that didn’t exist ten years
ago but are now part of the everyday language of digital
culture and news.

Research
Marketcolor Content
Agency
Illustration
Ricardo Santos

Streaming
Search under: Technology, Video
Parallax
Search under: Web design trends,
Storytelling
An effect where the background
image moves at a different speed
to the object in the foreground, at
times triggered by a user scrolling
down the page. It is increasingly
used within rich web storytelling
experiences as outlets deploy
advanced techniques to tell their
stories.

Consuming content directly from the internet as
opposed to downloading media for consumption
at a later date or watching via terrestrial or cable
networks. Bloomberg, CBS and Fox News are
among those traditional television news players
whose channels are
free-to-view online 24/7.

Ratio’d
Search under: Comments, Gaslighting,
Social media
When a blog post, an article, a
Facebook update or tweet has many
more comments than likes it is a
likely sign that the public disagrees
with it. The author has been ratio’d.

Trolling
Search under: Harassment, Social media

Scraping
Search under: Data journalism
Web scraping is a way to extract
information from websites. Building
bots that do the scraping can
help data journalists collect raw
information from vast disparate
databases and websites.

An unfortunate side-effect of online
anonymity is that it brings out some
internet users’ worst instincts. Trolling
is online harassment, and it doesn’t
just affect celebrities; scroll down
past the text of an article online and
you’ll often see comments intended
to rile rather than contribute to the
discourse. In 2015, New Zealand
outlawed trolling with its Harmful
Digital Communications Bill.
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TE L L ING

In television news we
tend to clean out so much
of the grit. Audiences are
ready for a more honest
news product

LO CAL
STO R I ES

D E BO R AH TU R NES S
President, NBC News International
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THE CONVERSATION
STARTS HERE
TV innovator Deborah Turness is out to shake up traditional broadcast
journalism. She explains how Euronews is harnessing new technology
and fresh formats to become “Europe’s town square”

Deborah Turness has spent her life
in television journalism, producing
local, national and international
news in France, the US and her
native United Kingdom.
As editor of Five News, she modernised news studios by scrapping
the traditional presenter’s desk and
having presenters stand (or perch) to
deliver the news. In 2004, she took
over as editor of ITV News, becoming
the UK’s first female journalist to
head a national broadcaster’s news
operation.
Today, as president of NBC News
International, she oversees content
for Euronews, the European
TV service with which the US
broadcaster forged an alliance in
2017. With Euronews, she faces an
even greater challenge: to provide an
inclusive news service to Europeans
as deep political faultlines pose a
threat to the European project itself.

Why do you think it is so important to
play that role now?
DT: Some mainstream media are
obviously having a hard time handling
this challenge of what to do about the
rise of nationalism and populism, and
they are being perceived as being overwhelmingly liberal in their positioning.
Euronews has never had a positioning
because it has been about “all views”,
and so now is the moment to say, this
is an important public service – this is
a moment where we can host a debate
and show our audiences, whether they
are more on the liberal side or more on
the populist side, that we respect their
point of view if they want to come and
have an intelligent, articulate debate.
We are there to connect in a moment
of great division.
How will you achieve a critical mass of
viewers when domestic news agendas are
becoming so charged with pressing local
issues?

Why Euronews and what opportunities do
you see in going for a pan-regional content
model as opposed to a local or domesticcontent model?
Deborah Turness: Euronews has
incredible reach, incredible scale and a
long-standing trusted relationship with
its audiences. We can uniquely join the
dots across Europe to connect what is
happening in the UK, in Germany, in
Sweden, in Hungary, in Italy – and we
can lead that conversation by becoming
Europe’s town square: all voices, all
views, all welcome. We are saying
that we are the place where a divided
Europe can come and have a conversation, a critical meeting point for the
increasingly tribal politics of Europe.
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DT: The movement of national news
providers to the domestic news agenda
at the cost of the wider news agenda
has been quite a sudden shift, and I
see it across the board. Yet the trends
are such that what is happening in any
given country is inextricably linked
to what is happening beyond its own
borders. The dots are not being joined
and I think that is where we play – we
are the only ones trying to do that in
Europe and across Europe.
How are you telling local stories that
connect those dots when many people
have grown sceptical with traditional
news media?
DT: With NBC’s investment, what
we brought into this [was] cash to
invest in on-the-ground journalism.
One great example happened this
summer when the ship Aquarius,
which Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)
was using as a rescue vessel for
migrants crossing the Mediterranean,
The Cube with
presenter Alex Morgan
Euronews

Interview

Illustration
Melvin Galapon

In what ways are you innovating
programme formats to deepen trust
with your audiences across such a
divided continent?

How are you using technology to transform
television news?
DT: The Cube is our big innovation
and one of those that we are most
proud of. News breaks in the social
networks and opinions are quite often
formed there, but traditional TV news
is slow on the uptake and hasn’t yet
discovered a way to fully integrate

Euronews broadcasts in 12 languages,
each of which has its own audience and
unique culture. How do you intend to build
your brand and make it work with such a
diverse public?
DT: In this moment of upheaval across
Europe, there is so much going on in
domestic politics that, naturally, national
news providers are becoming increasingly focused on their domestic news
agenda. That leaves the field more open
for an organisation such as Euronews.
People want to understand the context
of what is happening in their country
within the wider European context, and
potentially global context. So if you are
watching us, we would like to think that
it is probably because you want to go
wider and beyond the national agenda.
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DT: We decided to skip a technological
generation and really innovate by
doing several key things – one of
them is to invest in a team of iPhone
road warriors called “mojos” or mobile
journalists. We do not have cameras
in the field. Having just an iPhone in
your hand allows you to get closer to
your subject and reach places that you
can’t access with a big camera. Our
correspondent Anelise Borges on the
Aquarius wouldn’t have even been on
the ship had she had a full crew.

social into its offering. So we have
created a newsroom in its own right
within our newsroom, right next to
the anchor’s desk, and the journalists in
The Cube are professional social-network journalists who can verify or
debunk material. They trace back to
who is posting, they are geolocating
material, they are doing geographical
contour-mapping – they are doing all
of this in real time, on air.

LO CAL

How are your reporters able to get those
sorts of stories?

DT: The more we can be completely
transparent about how we make our
product, and about the editing process,
the more we can push back on any
allegations about fake news. So we
developed Uncut, where we say to our
guests, “It’s a 15-minute conversation
with you and, from the first hello to the
last goodbye, we will not edit.” People
get exactly what you captured on that
day in that conversation with that
person. We’ve had Tony Blair, Nigel
Farage, Carles Puigdemont on Uncut.
The format is not perfect, but life isn’t
perfect. Traditionally in television
news, we clean out so much of the grit
that happens when you are out there
gathering news that by the time it is
presented it is sanitised. I think that
audiences are ready for a grittier, more
honest news product.

TE L L ING

became the first ship to be turned
back by the then-new Italian
government. There were more than
600 refugees on that ship, and we
had a correspondent on board when
it set sail. We didn’t know that it
would become such a huge story
but we felt that, with what was
happening in Italy, something was
going to happen.
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NEWSMAKER
PERSPECTIVES
How can news organisations deliver
transformative content and thrive in the
digital marketplace? Six industry players
identify the key challenges and the
opportunities ahead

Christa Carone

President, Group Nine Media
For Christa Carone, boosting digitalmedia revenues in the 21st century
rests on understanding what your
audiences want and then publishing
content where they already spend
their time online.
The head of Group Nine Media,
the US-based digital-media holding
company whose media brands
include NowThis News, Thrillist and
animal-lovers’ favourite The Dodo,
argues that the first part of that
formula starts with data analytics.
Group Nine primarily uses third-party
tools to capture the data but it says
that what is proprietary is how their
teams analyse that data – and the
insights that they extract.
“We don’t need individual consumer
insights. What is more important are
some of those psychographics that we
collect in the aggregate and that allow
us to spot trends,” says Carone. “They
are sometimes unexpected but hugely
relevant for our editorial team and for
our advertising partners.”
There is also plenty of raw data at
hand: Group Nine Media’s four titles
together attract a staggering 5bn
views a month – a figure that Carone
insists owes a lot to their strategy
of publishing first and foremost on
social platforms, such as Facebook,
Snapchat and Instagram. These
are so fundamental to the group’s
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publishing that NowThis, which was
founded in 2012, did not even bother
with its own website until this year.
“The pipes have been laid in terms
of distribution for the future – and
those pipes are the social platforms,”
says Carone. “We are trying to
eliminate as much of the friction
as possible in the content-viewing
experience, so bringing our content
organically to where the viewers
already are is a really important part
of our strategy and overall
business model.”
Looking at Europe’s news
media organisations, Carone
says that maintaining quality
in a world awash with
information will remain
essential to any successful
strategy. But she also
warns against ignoring “the
pipes” – how and where the
younger generations get their
information.
“You are not going to create
something magical that
is going to radically shift
the way this generation is
consuming content,” she says.
“The younger generation
has already told us how they
are going to be consuming
content, and none of us in the
media world can fight that.”
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THE YOUNGER
GENERATION
HAS TOLD US
HOW THEY
ARE GOING
TO CONSUME
CONTENT, AND
NONE OF US IN
THE MEDIA CAN
FIGHT THAT
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Douglas McCabe

CEO and Director of Publishing and Tech, Enders Analysis
As chief executive officer of Enders
Analysis, Douglas McCabe has a
unique vantage point from which to
survey Europe’s media landscape –
and what he sees are multiple opportunities to broaden revenue streams.
“The great thing about digital is the
chance for us to be innovators, to
diversify the kinds of businesses we
are in,” says the head of the media
research firm.
In Britain, Sky “has been building
a 10m-household, data-learning
machine about the UK TV audience”.
From Scandinavia, media group
Schibsted has become a global
powerhouse in online classifieds,
he says. Meanwhile, German group
Axel Springer has used technology
to develop new services, “in effect
producing a lower-risk, widerrevenue stream than they ever could
have hoped for as a print business”.

He argues that one of the relatively
untapped opportunities is to benefit
from the multiple strata that lie
between a publication’s base of
total addressable users and the tip
of premium-level, all-you-can-eat
subscribers.
In practice, that could mean
developing a micro-payments model
for users willing to pay a small
amount for a daily news email, access
to sports pages or other specialised
content – much of which news
organisations already produce. “The
vast majority of publishers have either
thought about scale or concentrated
on the top of the pyramid,” he says.
“For them, all the opportunity really
sits in the middle.”

Chief Transformation Officer, Prisma Media

One of them, says Schmidt, was to
identify early on lasting changes in the
ways people consume – and to respond
with content to fit their devices. With
the rise of smartphones, Prisma
invested heavily in video. It hired 60
new staff from television, production
and internet backgrounds, and now has
seven proprietary video-production
studios.
Another move has been to use analytics
to develop tailored content. “When
you have 25 different brands covering
all different fields of interest, you have
a beautiful goldmine of insights and
understanding,” says Schmidt. “If you
collect, structure, analyse and activate
that data, you will win in the long term.”
Prisma, which has 1,400 staff and

includes publications covering
everything from business to TV guides,
has also used technology to become a
protagonist in digital advertising. For
example, it realised that programmatic
advertising, which employs sophisticated
automated systems to sell advertising,
would become integral to digital revenue streams. “It’s always a good idea not
to outsource your future,” says Schmidt.
“So we set up our own dedicated
programmatic team.”
Today, programmatic accounts for
about two-thirds of the group’s growth
in digital advertising revenues with the
remainder coming from consultancydriven content marketing. Prisma has
its own agency, which produces content
for advertisers. “It is basically everything
that marries a media brand with an
advertising brand,” says Schmidt.
Having invested in a strong digital team,
Prisma has even enshrined technology
in its organisational structure: four years
ago, it appointed its chief technology
officer to the executive board. “We now
find ourselves constantly discussing strategic technology choices,” says Schmidt.
“You have to make tech your ally and not
just an outside-the-company thing.”
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Over the past few years, Philipp
Schmidt, chief transformation officer
at Prisma Media, has overseen an
annual increase in digital advertising
revenues of between 30 and 40 per
cent at the Paris-based company.
With 25 diverse titles in its portfolio
and a 40m-strong monthly audience
in France, the group has emerged as
one of European media’s digital success
stories. What are the secrets?

DIGITAL

Philipp Schmidt

Besides, he argues, many European
media organisations have little choice.
“Even if you add up all of the money
from the two revenue streams coming
from subscribers and advertising, that
might not prove enough.”

BOOSTING

McCabe acknowledges that creating
multiple new revenue streams
requires risk-taking and investment.
But he insists that doing so is going
to be essential to sustaining quality

journalism. “If you get enough of them
right, you find yourself running a
business with a different shape entirely.”
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Lucy Küng

Google Digital News Senior Research Fellow,
Reuters Institute, Oxford University
“Data and artificial intelligence are
going to be absolutely huge inside
those organisations that succeed,” she
says. “The model is going to be broadly
similar to what we see with Netflix and
BuzzFeed, where you have a massive
data analytic engine with a media layer
on top.”
Küng, who is Google digital news
senior visiting research fellow at the
Reuters Institute, and author of last
year’s Going Digital report, argues that
the main challenge for legacy news
groups is the organisational side of
their businesses.
“The media industry has focused
hard on transforming content, and
they’ve done really well, but there is
a secondary transformation in terms
of their organisations,” she says. “It is
happening, but it has been piecemeal.”
An essential ingredient is sharp
leadership to explain to staff the
challenges of disruption, and how
to confront it. “The media industry
is obsessed with content, but great
management is not something they
have ever really prioritised,”
argues Küng.

A second element to success is
having solid positioning. “You have
to be extremely clear why anyone
should give time and money to your
content,” she says. “And that has to be
very evident to everyone inside the
organisation.”
Inevitably, technology and data are
finding their way into the heart of
news organisations. But Küng says
that media organisations must be
judicious when it comes to fads and
fashions and new trends. “There
have been so many shiny new things
out there – all hugely expensive, all
hugely disruptive… you could lose the
strategic plot entirely.”
She also insists that they should be
judicious about what thinking they
import from Silicon Valley. “Agility
is fantastic as we’re developing
new products, and shifting product
innovation along, but it is not going to
solve this wicked strategic problem of
how to finance quality journalism in
the long run.”

Melissa Bell

Publisher, Vox Media
In 2014, Melissa Bell left her job
as director of platforms at The
Washington Post to co-found Vox,
a news site born in the digital era for
a digital audience. Its mission? To
explain the news with polished writing
and plenty of “explainer” context.
Since then, Vox, one of Vox Media’s
seven titles, has gone from strength
to strength, proving that journalism
can thrive in the digital world. But
Bell argues that building a successful
business model in a disruptive industry
does not require being young.
“It’s not so much legacy versus new
organisation,” she insists. “You don’t
need to change the entire newsroom or
organisation in one day; you just have
to allow one person to have a little bit
of space in a corner to try something
out and, if that experiment pays off,
build on it and invest in it.”
The approach at Vox Media has
resulted in Concert, the group’s
publisher-led marketplace, which
offers companies the prospect of
reaching a young and intelligent
audience in a brand-safe environment.
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The group now offers the platform
to other media groups, including NBC
News, New York magazine, Quartz
and Rolling Stone. In the process, it
has deepened an important digital
revenue stream.
Bell says that Vox Media grew the
in-house technology from a seed their
advertising team planted years ago.
“Just as I wanted to create a beautiful
journalism story, so they believed they
could create a beautiful ad format,”
she says. “They also believed there
was room to improve, that they could
innovate in that space.”
Bell says that every media organisation
has to choose a revenue path based
on their audience and their brand.
“It is going to be on a case-by-case
basis,” she says. But one common
denominator is the need to avoid
relying on just one revenue stream.
Podcast ventures and television deals
at Vox Media have developed new
businesses, producing new advertising
opportunities. For the first time, the
group this year also opened up Chorus,
its in-house publishing platform, to
other media companies.
As Bell says, “There are a lot of
different revenue possibilities out
there… My recommendation is to
focus on the ones that make sense for
an organisation’s goals and audiences,
and to be thoughtful and smart about
diversifying over time.”

Stefan Ottlitz

Head of Product, the Spiegel group
For the past two years, Stefan Ottlitz
and his colleagues at Germany’s
Spiegel group have been trying to
crack one of the most potentially
troubling developments for legacy
print publishers in the entire digital
ecosystem: the sudden and rapid rise
of audio.
The increasing popularity of voicecontrolled devices is driving a parallel
surge in demand for audio content
– all of which has big implications for
print and online media organisations’
existing advertising revenue streams.
“We are all used to these click-ortouch devices, but now you can tell
those devices to
switch off the lights
or read you the
news,” says Ottlitz,
Spiegel’s head of
product. “There is
a big market ahead
of us, but I think a
lot of publishers still
don’t understand
what is coming –
and it’s coming fast.”

THERE IS A BIG MARKET
AHEAD OF US, BUT I THINK
A LOT OF PUBLISHERS
STILL DON’T UNDERSTAND
WHAT IS COMING

The response at
Spiegel, which
comprises
continental Europe’s
most influential
weekly current

affairs magazine as well as Spiegel
Online, its online breaking-news
subsidiary, is the Voice and Audio
Monetisation Platform (Vamp), which
will allow users to search and find
audio content – but also allow content
producers to build revenue streams
through new advertising formats
and automated, performance-based
advertising insertion into audio files.
“We want to establish targeted
advertising in podcasts, delivering the
right ads to the right consumers for the
right brands in our audio offerings,”
says Ottlitz. “That’s a complicated
thing.”
In the US, some media companies have
boosted revenue streams by developing
in-house programmatic-advertising
software for their own publications
and then licensing it to other media
outlets. But Spiegel, which won a
grant from Google’s News Initiative’s
DNI Fund to develop Vamp, is going
the open-source route and working
with competitors, such as Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, in an attempt
to create an industry standard in
Germany.
“We believe that setting a standard
for ad delivery, or reach estimations,
together with our competitors is really
empowering us as publishers to get
traction in this market,” says Ottlitz.
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Study — Tagesspiegel
Case
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Hac habitasse platea dictumst quisque sagittis. Fringilla urna
porttitor rhoncus dolor. Nisl pretium fusce id velit ut tortor. Est
ultricies integer quis auctor elit sed.

Berlin’s daily Tagesspiegel newspaper has devised a hyper-local approach
to grow its readership and produce a potential stream of revenue
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It sounds like an unsolvable riddle: how do media organisations
allocate journalists, money and other resources to cover local
news when local news does not scale? In Berlin, a city of 3.5m
people living in 12 districts, Der Tagesspiegel believes it has
come up with the answer.
For the past two years, the daily newspaper has been producing 12
weekly newsletters, one for each of the German capital’s districts,
and sending them out to residents via email. Content is often hyperlocal thanks to a policy of ensuring that the journalists producing
the newsletters live in the districts they cover.
Tagesspiegel Leute, as the product is called, has gained 50,000
subscribers during the past 18 months alone – a figure that
continues to climb. The emailed newsletters also have morethan-respectable “opening rates” that average more than 42
per cent. As Christian Junker, Tagesspiegel’s head of strategic
projects, says, those numbers make for “a pretty nice thing to
look at”.
But he acknowledges that subscription rates following the initial
launch were stuck at around 90,000 for months. What changed?
Junker and his colleagues reached beyond Tagesspiegel’s print
audience, promoting Leute by geotargeting the 12 district
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audiences one by one through social-media channels. “Our
creative was basically, ‘You live in Spandau, here is a Spandau
newsletter – go subscribe’. It was not rocket science but it
worked like a charm.”
A second strategy was to get each of the journalists writing
the local stories to use WordPress, the open-source platform
popular with bloggers. That made it easier to get the newsletter
content onto individual blogger websites or “microsites”,
as Junker describes them. “We then used those sites to push
content on social media; it allowed us to reach new audiences
– and new subscribers.”
For now, Tagesspiegel Leute generates revenue exclusively
from local advertising made possible, Junker says, by offering a
self-service model where businesses book, design and produce
their own adverts. “That allows us to move the acquisition
costs to the customers, which enables us to offer ads at a point
they can afford.”
From next year, however, Junker is optimistic that
Tagesspiegel Leute can start charging its readers money. As he
puts it, “When local news is increasingly scarce, what used to
be cheap content becomes more valuable content – and that is
good for paywalls.”

tagesspiegel.de
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Digital News Innovation Fund

Among the 559 projects funded are:

Battling
misinformation

Projects that work to defend and protect quality
journalism by using fact checking and other
technologies to combat misinformation.

Telling
local stories

Projects that use innovation to ensure that local
and smaller publishers have a louder voice in the
digital space.

Boosting
digital revenues

Projects that aim to help publishers access
new or better opportunities to turn their content
into revenue.

Exploring
new technologies

Projects that use digital technology to automate
workstreams or content in order to support original
journalism or improve the reader experience.

114

No. of projects

€26.4m
Amount of funding

73

No. of projects

€17.2m
Amount of funding

67

No. of projects

€14.4m
Amount of funding

207

No. of projects

€42.2m
Amount of funding

g.co/dnifund
GoogleNewsInitiative.ft.com
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“

Google cares deeply about journalism. We believe
deeply in spreading knowledge to make life better
for everyone. It’s at the heart of Google’s mission.
It’s the mission of publishers and journalists.
Put simply, our futures are tied.

“

SUNDAR PICHAI,
GOOGLE CEO

g.co/newsinitiative
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